Edger Update #2…March 20th
Good morning,
This is the 2nd of several "Edger Updates" you will receive between now and event day. If you missed
the first one, you can find it (and lots of other great resources) on our website.
Who is going Over the Edge with you… We now have 64 people committed to rappel down 300
Delaware Ave on May 10th! See the Edger List as of 3-19 (attached below) to find out who your fellow
Edgers are. If we do not have anything listed for the affiliation next to your name, please let me
know what you would like listed.
Slots are filling fast, but there is still time to "take the edge off" by having someone join you. Think of
anyone who might be interested in becoming a 2018 Edger and encourage them to join you for the
experience of a lifetime. Share the link to online registration: https://give.classy.org/OTE2018
Schedule your rappel time before the day fills up… Many of you are on your way to reaching the
$1,100 mark (and some of you have even surpassed it!) - great job! Once you reach the $1,100
fundraising minimum, you will be given the opportunity to schedule your rappel time (we schedule all
day from 9:00am – 4:30pm).
Fundraising tip to help you get there... Utilize a tool that is right at your fingertips...social media! Let
your followers know that you are going "Over the Edge," what that means, and why you are doing it.
Share the link to your online fundraising page and you may be surprised who will be moved to
donate. And don't forget to like our Facebook page at Special Olympics Delaware (SODE) and tag us
when you post!
Mission Moment... Do you ever start to wonder why you agreed to raise $1,100 and rappel over the
side of a 17-story building? If so, just remember that every dollar raised from this event supports the
athletes of Special Olympics Delaware. Athletes just like Jamie, who has been involved with Special
Olympics Delaware for over 30 years. Jamie trains and competes in 4 sports throughout the year, and
has made countless friends along the way. “I feel that I’ve overcome many challenges in my life, but
with Special Olympics, I feel like I can do anything. I am a champion!” – Jamie Miller, Special Olympics
Delaware athlete

